In air transport network management, in addition to defining the performance behavior of the system's components, identification of their interaction dynamics is a delicate issue in both strategic and tactical decision-making process so as to decide which elements of the system are "controlled" and how. This paper introduces a novel delay propagation model utilizing epidemic spreading process, which enables the definition of novel performance indicators and interaction rates of the elements of the air transportation network. In order to understand the behavior of the delay propagation over the network at different levels, we have constructed two different data-driven epidemic models approximating the dynamics of the system: (a) flight-based epidemic model and (b) airport-based epidemic model. The flight-based epidemic model utilizing SIS epidemic model focuses on the individual flights where each flight can be in susceptible or infected states. The airport-centric epidemic model, in addition to the flight-to-flight interactions, allows us to define the collective behavior of the airports, which are modeled as metapopulations. In network model construction, we have utilized historical flight-track data of Europe and performed analysis for certain days involving certain disturbances. Through this effort, we have validated the proposed delay propagation models under disruptive events.
Introduction
The air transportation industry and its role in modern life are rapidly growing. It is expected that the number of commercial flights will almost double from 26 million to 48.7 million and 13.5 trillion passenger-kilometers will be flown by 2030, which is almost the triple of what is flown by airlines today (see [1] ). However, the airspaces have a fixed amount of capacity, and the number of airports to be built is not sufficient to accommodate such increase in the demand. Therefore, the Air Traffic Management (ATM) system must go under an operational transformation in order to increase its efficiency to deal with these challenges.
New procedures and concepts that are being developed in SESAR and NextGen are leading to a global paradigm shift from air traffic "control" to efficient air traffic "management," which requires redesigning the ATM system and defining the performance indicators of the elements of the ATM network. In addition to defining the performance of the components of ATM system, identification of the interactions between them is also important during tactical decision making so as to decide which elements of the system should be "controlled" or "intervened." For example, deciding how much capacity reduction on the airport should be applied under severe weather condition or which flight should be directed without disturbing entire traffic network is not a trivial issue. By considering the progressively increasing complexity in the airspace structures and increasing workloads of the operators on the ground, a decision support system should answer such question to the human operators so as not to compromise the operational efficiency even under stressful events.
In managing the modeling of the traffic network and managing the traffic flow, several researchers focused on queuing network modeling for the propagation of local delays in the air traffic network. The MITRE Corporation has developed two different National Airspace System (NAS) simulation models for simulation of delay propagation on the nationwide airport and airspace network in the United States.
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The first one is the National Airspace System Performance Analysis Capability (NASPAC) [2] and the second one is the Detailed Policy Assessment Tool (DPAT), which is the successor of the NASPAC [3] . When the capacity of an airport is reduced due to external events, DPAT is able to propagate delays across the network, but it does not utilize the information regarding aircraft itineraries, which might lead to unreliable predictions. On the other hand, there are also agent-based simulation models for delay propagation, such as The Future ATM Concepts Evaluation Tool (FACET) [4] . LMINET [5] and LMINET2 [6] are national queuing network models that model the airports as ( )/ ( )/1 queues. While LMINET does not use aircraft itineraries, LMINET2 utilizes this information. The Approximate Network Delays (AND) model is another popular model [7, 8] . The modeling approaches in AND model and LMINET2 are similar. However, calculating strategies of the local queuing delays are different. As an alternative to these strategies, epidemic spreading models can be used to simulate the delay propagation in air transportation network.
In a methodological manner, epidemic spreading and delay propagation resemble each other. In epidemic spreading, some kind of disease, such as flu, influenza, ebola, and HIV/AIDS, is propagated between living beings by the mobility of individuals. The delay spreading in air transportation is realized in a similar vein. A local disturbance occurs in a specific airport; this disturbance causes an infection, and this infection spreads along network with the help of flights. Because of this similarity, dynamical models that are used to simulate the epidemic spreading process can be used to simulate the delay spreading in air transportation.
In the epidemic model literature, the basic compartment model was first introduced by Bernoulli [9] in the 18th century. In 1927, Kermack and McKendrick created the SIR model [10] . The compartments in this model are susceptible ( ), infected ( ), and recovered (or immune) ( ). This is a good and simple model for many infectious diseases including measles, mumps, and rubella. It is possible to immunize people against these diseases. Another model was SIS model [11, 12] that can be derived from the SIR model under the assumption that the individuals have no immunity to the disease. These two models were also represented with vital dynamics [13] that have death and birth situations. Moreover, the SIR model [14] was developed that has temporal immunity. The SIR model was also presented with carriers [14] that continue to carry the infection. In these models, individuals are able to infect others immediately when they are infected. However, some diseases have latent or exposed times before the infectious state. To simulate these kinds of diseases, (exposed) compartment was presented and some models are constructed using this compartment as SEIS, SEIR, and SEIRS models [14] . And compartment was also introduced in some models, such as MSIR and MSEIR models [15] , to simulate the disease where an individual is born with a passive immunity from its mother. Furthermore, the network theory [16] [17] [18] was also applied to these models to simulate the situations when infection and recovery rates are heterogeneous. Moreover, metapopulation approach [18] was also represented to lump the individuals as subpopulations. In some researches [19] , air transportation was used to define the mobility between populations and spread the disease among them. However, the methodology of epidemic models was not applied to air transportation to construct a delay spreading model that is the topic of this study. This paper focuses on building a conceptual model for the air transportation network under stress and defining parameters that are specific to the elements of the system, that is, airports, air sectors, OD pairs, and flights. In order to understand the dynamics of delay propagation in air transportation network, we have utilized epidemic spreading processes by assuming the characteristics of disease spreading and delay propagation are similar. We have introduced two different epidemic models approximating the air transportation network and enabling the capture of different aspects of the system: (a) flight-based epidemic model, which is a SIS epidemic model that concentrates on individual flights where each flight can be in susceptible or infected states, and (b) airport-based epidemic model, which is a metapopulation model, which allows us to define the collective behavior of the airports. In our data analysis, we have utilized real flighttrack data of Europe and selected certain days affected by certain disturbances. The physical parameters of the network are transformed into the parameter set of the introduced epidemic models, which allow us to understand interaction rates and recovery rates of the elements of the system under similar disruptive events.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the basics of epidemic spreading process. Section 3 presents our data-driven delay propagation based on epidemic spreading process. Finally, discussion on the results of the air transport network analysis for the sample days involving certain disturbances is given in Section 4 before concluding remarks.
Epidemic Process Model
Epidemics models are based on the population dynamics, where the individuals in a population are divided into the states or "compartments." The simplest epidemic models include at least two compartments, which are susceptible ( ) and infected ( ). represents individuals who are healthy but susceptible to becoming infected, and represents the individuals who are infected but able to recover. Specifically, the infected individuals can transfer from to with some recovery rate , and healthy individuals can transfer into with some infection rate , where the dynamics of the population (or network) induce this behavior. The name of the epidemic depends on the configuration of these compartments in the model. In order to capture more features in the population, depending on their behaviors specific to their natures, some models also include additional compartments such as (removed or recovered), (exposed), and (quarantined). For instance, SIS represents the susceptible-infected-susceptible models or SIR represents the susceptible-infected-recovered models, where the individual follows the given cyclic paths indicated in their names. SIS and SIR models are the most common models, which are depicted in Figure 1 , and others are typically based on these basic models. Note that the difference between SIS and SIR models is about immunity, where the infected individuals after recovery become immune permanently to disease in SIR model, while recovered individuals go into the susceptible state repeatedly in SIS model. Considering the delay issue in air transportation, permanent recovery is not possible. Therefore, we focused on SIS based models throughout this study.
Let ∈ R be the total number of individuals in population. Let ( ) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , } be the number of infected individuals at some time . The evaluation of states can be described through Markov process. If the population is assumed as a well-mixed population, that is, all individuals affect and are affected by all other individuals equally, then infection rates and recovery rates of all individuals in the population become and for all individuals, respectively. Thus, the dynamics of SIS model can be written as [11, 12] 
where = / and = ( − )/ are the fraction of infected and susceptible individuals. By holding = 1 − , these equations can be translated into the following form:
Equation (2) is a deterministic equation, which is derived by assuming is very large and can be analytically solved. Considering the solution of (2), for > , the disease never dies out, which is called "endemic equilibrium." Moreover, Weiss and Dishon [20] proved that if > and → ∞, expected time [ ] to reach disease-free equilibrium grows exponentially with . However, Ball [21] showed that the behavior of the population can be different while is not large enough.
Such population models involve many simplifications that may limit building a proper model of behavioral dynamics. For instance, homogenous infection rate and recovery rate assume an individual equally affects and is equally affected by others. Moreover, classification into a low number of compartments of the entire population might not capture the full behavioral dynamics. The more realistic approach could be a model taking into account all the states of all individuals in the population separately and allowing for arbitrary interactions among them, which leads to networkbased approaches.
Network Model.
Network-based approach is more suitable to model the air transportation. Air transportation network system can be described as continuous-time Markov process with constant transition rates between the states on a graph. Let us consider a directed graph = ( , ), where represents the set of nodes on or individuals in the population that correspond to flights and is the set of edges or connectivity between individuals. If node is directly affected by node , then > 0; otherwise = 0. Each node has its own recovery rate as well. By accounting the SIS model, dynamics of epidemic process is given in a form of the following differential equation [16] [17] [18] :
where ∈ [0, 1] gives the probability of an individual being infected in any time .
Metapopulation Model.
Considering physical network system, for example, air transportation networks, instead of the modeling of each state of individuals in the system, subpopulations can be modeled such that ≪ . This approximation allows us to reduce the number of nodes in the model. In this situation, a node corresponds to a subpopulation (e.g., airport) instead of individuals (e.g., flights). Such metapopulation models are defined assuming each subpopulation ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } is well mixed and has a homogenous constant recovery rate . The similar set of differential equation, which is seen in (3), can describe the dynamics of epidemic spreading in metapopulation [18] . Let = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) denote the state vector of the system, let D = diag( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) denote the diagonal matrix of recovery rates, and let B = [ ] denote the matrix of infection rates. Then (3) becomeṡ
where ∘ denotes the Hadamard product or element-wise product implying element by element multiplication. This time, ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of th subpopulation that is infected.
Delay Propagation Models
Delay propagation over air traffic network has stochastic nature due to multiple decision makers within the system and has similarities with the mechanism of epidemic spreading. Considering the elements of the air transportation system, for example, airports, airspaces, flight routes, and so forth, an air traffic network can be modeled as a directed graph with nodes and edges similar to epidemics network model. In this work, we have constructed two different models through airport-based and flight-based approaches. The flight-based approach, which is a SIS model, uses individual flight as the nodes in the transport network, where each flight can be in susceptible or infected states, in other words, the candidate to be delayed due to certain disturbances or already delayed. In this model, being infected is defined as to be delayed greater than 15 minutes. The second approach focuses on airports, which are considered as the subpopulations of the network system. This model, which is a metapopulation model, allows us to define the collective behavior of the airports. In order to define parameters of the network, we have utilized historical flight-track data of Europe and performed analysis for certain days involving certain disturbances.
Algorithm 1 is used to construct both airport-based or flight-based epidemic models. Estimation process for the parameters of the network, which are infection rates and recovery rates, is done at the end of the algorithm. Flight information dataset F allows us to estimate infection rates through data-driven statistical analysis. The flight information has two components: F flight plan information and F flight-track data (actual flown data), that is, F : {F , F }. Then, state vectors at time and + 1 are calculated. Then, infection rates are estimated using B, ( ), and ( + 1) by the help of differential equations of epidemic spreading process ( (3) and (4)).
Algorithm 1 (modeling: data-driven parameter estimation).
input: F and F output:
Once the recovery rates are estimated for a given time period involving specific events in the network, such as severe weather effects, unusual industrial activities, terror attacks at airports, and air traffic controller strikes, we would like to show whether these rates can be used to simulate for another day under stress due to similar kinds of events through the epidemic process. Algorithm 2 is used to simulate another time period through flight plan data F by utilizingD estimated recovery rates. The following subsections give the details of the algorithms.
Algorithm 2 (simulation: state prediction).
foreach ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } or {1, 2, . . . , } do Estimate ( + 1) (via (3) or (4));
Airport-Based Metapopulation Model.
In order to construct an airport-based network model, traffic flow over Europe is analyzed through the real flight data. Note that by considering the license agreement with our data provider, in our analysis, we did not span long time intervals. Therefore, it is not logical to come to a general conclusion by the comparative results that are given throughout this paper.
Through the traffic flow data, it is observed that approximately 20% of all daily movements in Europe are originated from or come to 8 busiest airports in Europe (in 2015). Moreover, in Europe, most of the airports' hourly movements are less than 4. These kinds of airports operating far from their capacity limits do not induce an additional delay in the network. By accounting this reason, while constructing the model, such minor airports were taken as a single aggregated airport. The network model focused on the European region and the flights from/to non-European airports are regarded as an incoming/outcoming flow. After this simplification, in the network model, the total number of airports in European network has been reduced to 103 airports including 102 major European airports and a single aggregated airport. A detailed study on reduction strategy and airport-centric analysis can be seen in Baspinar et al. 's paper [22] , which focuses on the construction of stochastic queuing network model for European air traffic flow.
In airport-based epidemic model, 103 individuals (i.e., airports) exist, and the infection rates between the airports and are determined with their flow rates. For any airport pair and that has no flow between them, the infection rate is = 0. So, it is obvious that = 0 and = 0. Specifically, the infection rate 0 ≤ < 1 from an airport to another is represented through normalized directed traffic flow for the given time window. An airport has inflow from different airports; normalized inflow for an airport denotes the infection rates of this airport. For example, let airport have 2, 5, and 3 flights from airports , , and , respectively. In this situation, = 0.2, = 0.5, and = 0.3. Infection rates for an airport correspond to normalized inflow to this airport. Figure 2 depicts the infection rates between the 10 busiest airports in Europe (i.e., evaluated through the traffic from 13:30 to 16:30 on June 02, 2015).
Time window selection is a delicate issue in transportation networks as any interaction between the subpopulation emerges after an arbitrary delay time; in other words, the network involves time delays in their state transitions. Therefore, the flight times are critical parameters to capture infection rate transitions while solving the differential equations. Considering this issue, the distribution of flight times in Europe for a given day is analyzed and shown in Figure 3 . It is observed that 79% of flights have flight times less than 2.5 hours and 89% of flights have flight times less than 3.5 hours, and the average of flight time is 116 minutes. We have chosen to use 2-hour delay spreading periods to enable us to see the complete transition on the dynamics of the network. This means that ( + 1) is the fraction of subpopulations after 2 hours from ( ) and can be approximated through the updated infection rates and evaluated recovery rates by solving differential equations (3) or (4).
Once we have ( ) probability vector of fractions of subpopulations at time , we can evaluate ( + 1) through the transition equation (4) with B and D matrices. As the B parameter set is derived through the data, which are basically normalized traffic flow between the airports, the only unknown parameter set is D recovery rates specific to airports. For a specific airport , ( ) can be defined as where dep ( ), arr ( ), and ( ) denote the number of delayed flights at departure and arrival stages and the total number of flights in the airport at time , respectively. The following subsection explains flight-based epidemic model and the recovery rate estimation, which are set upon airports. 
Flight-Based Epidemic
where 1 , 2 ∈ [0, 1] and 1 + 2 = 1. In order to provide general approximation, we have chosen to use 1 , 2 = 0.5 in our simulations. The model is based on the idea that the delayed flights (i.e., infected) would affect the flights at the departure or arrival phase in the destination airports. Considering the arrival slot, which is typically Δ = 15 min, arrival delay profile of each airport was determined by comparing the estimated time of arrivals and the actual time of arrivals of the flights. A typical arrival delay profile of an airport (the name of the airport is intentionally masked) is shown in Figure 4 . As seen in the figure, the distribution can be represented by other words, a delayed (infected) flight affects the flights mostly on their actual arrival slots and this effect naturally diminishes as time goes to infinity. The gamma function on delay profile for the airport constructs
relations. The infection rates 1 subject to sequential time slots are set to 2 ( + ), where we have assumed that ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 5} by accounting the general behavior of the system observed in our analyses (seen in Figure 4 ). Once we have constructed the first infection relation matrix [ 1 ], we have normalized it, which is ∑ =1 1 = 1. For example, suppose that flight 1 will arrive to airport in time window , and flight 5 , flight 6 , flight 7 , and flight 8 are at the departure or arrival phase in the destination airport at , + 1, + 1, and + 2, respectively. Suppose that there is no other flight at airport from to +5. Then, the infection rates due to flight 1 are estimated through 2 ( ) function. By considering flight 1 and flight 5 , whose movements are in the same time window, through 2 ( ) at = 0 (see Figure 4) , the infection rate , time for aircraft ground-waiting , which is the time between the consecutive flights, is examined. If a flight has an infection (i.e., delayed at least +15 minutes) and the time between terminated flight and the next flight for the same aircraft is smaller than TAT nominal turnaround time of the airport, we expect that the consecutive flight will also be infected. In the model estimation phase, the aircraft ground-waiting times between the actual arrival time and estimated departure time for the next leg are obtained through the historical flight information F : {F , F }, and the relation between the rates of being delayed according to their ground-waiting is shown in Figure 5 for a typical airport. This analysis allows us to define the impact of ground-waiting times on being delayed. It is evident that the rate of being infected will be smaller while the ground-waiting times is larger as both the inherited delay and the airport induced delay will be easily absorbed. The rate of being infected can be naturally defined as a fraction of infected number of infected flights over all number of all flights within the given time interval. We have observed through our data-driven analysis if the ground-waiting time is greater than 115 minutes, the infection rate goes to zero. Using these rates, would be estimated as 0.32 as shown in Figure 5 . The actual infection rate set [ ] for flight-based epidemic model then can be given
Note that the recovery rates for both models are yet unknown.
The following subsection explains how to obtain recovery rates through data-driven analysis.
Recovery Rate Estimation for Epidemic Models.
Although the recovery rate is time and day dependent, it provides a good indicator for the behavior of the system under disturbances and allows us to characterise "weakness" of the network. This enables us to identify which elements of the system should be removed/intervened under stress. In our airport-based metapopulation model, recovery rate emerges as a performance indicator for the airports, whereas it is about OD (origin/destination) pairs in our flight-based epidemic model. In order to evaluate the real values of recovery rates, the set of differential equations (3) or (4) is solved through Euler Method approximation by holding estimated ( ), ( + 1), and B. In Euler Method, for the approximate solution, let the first order differential equation be( ) = ( ( ), ) and let step size be ℎ, where = 0 + ℎ, and let one step of Euler Method from to +1 = + ℎ be +1 = + ℎ ( , ), where the value of = ( ) is an approximation of the solution to the ODE at time . By knowing and +1 , ( , ) can be solved; hence, recovery rate matrix D can be evaluated by solving (3) or (4) .
In order to understand the behavior of the system under the stress and the dynamics of delay spreading process, certain disturbing events are selected from the flight data for the analysis. The following tactical ATC headline is taken from the Network Operation Portal (NOP) of EUROCONTROL for June 2, 2015, mentioning the potential problems and delay causes within the European network. 
LTFJ (Istanbul/S. Gokcen) arrivals
Regulated due to aerodrome capacity. Moderate to high delays expected after 15:20 UTC.
We have selected all flights from 13:30 to 16:30 on June 2, 2015, to estimate the recovery rates over the airports and flight routes. In airport-based epidemic model, ( ) is extracted through the flights from 13:30 to 14:30, and ( + 1) is extracted through the flights from 15:30 to 16:30 considering 2-hour nominal spreading time. Infection rates are derived from the normalized flow rates between the airports. By utilizing Euler Method, real recovery rates for the interested period are found and given in Figure 7 . It must be noted that the intention is not to provide a performance comparison between the airports; this is the reason why we have chosen a small time interval in our analysis so as not to publish true performance indicators for the airports. One can provide actual indicators for the airports by doing long term calculations.
As shown in Figure 6 , some recovery rates are smaller than 0, where the smallest one is for LTFJ. This is the special case of the epidemic process models. The mean delay profile of LTFJ evaluated through the track data is shown in Figure 6 for a given short time interval (i.e., red line of the plot). Note that the ATC headline of NOP was declaring to expect high delays after 15:30 in LTFJ due to aerodrome capacity. As the capacity problem of LTFJ emerges during the analysis time, LTFJ ( + 1) would be significantly higher than LTFJ ( ). Because of this dramatic increase, the recovery rate of LTFJ is smaller than 0, which means that the airport itself induces delay. However, for example, the recovery rate of EGLL is slightly greater than 0 (i.e., EGLL = 0.054) as seen in Figure 7 . It is shown in Figure 8 that EGLL has huge delays as well; however, delay trends of the airport remain almost the same within the analysis time. Hence, it can be said that EGLL has "zero recovery" but does not generate additional delay for the given time interval.
Similarly, for flight-based epidemic model, we have evaluated ( ) and ( +1) for the flights from 13:30 to 16:30 on June 2, 2015, to estimate the recovery rates. The ( ) probability of being infected is constructed upon departure, and ( +1) are constructed upon departure if the flight is terminated within the time interval. As we have already evaluated infection rates, which were driven through the data, by solving (4), recovery rates for each individual are found. Similar to airport-based epidemic model, negative recovery rates are seen as the specific case of epidemic spreading models. For a given analysis time interval, for example, 482 of 8581 flights exhibit negative ( ), and 80 of them arrive to EGLL suffering from the strong wind at that time. One can say that negative ( ) for a single flight indicates the problems at en route airspaces or the destination airport.
Delay Propagation Simulations through the Epidemic Models
In this section, we have discussed the results of the models and compared them with the actual delay profile of the European network. We have estimated the delay propagation trend of Europe for the disturbance on August 25, 2015, through the evaluated recovery rates. Moreover, recovery characteristics of European airports are then given by analyzing two weeks of traffic data to understand the sensitivity of the nominal recovery characteristics to the instantaneous recovery characteristics under disturbances. Note that being infected in the epidemiological approach is an internal state of the individuals in the population; however, environmental effects or specific events can be simulated. As these kinds of events directly affect B and D, they are event dependent. Therefore, estimated event specific B and D parameters can be used to simulate the days under the effect of similar events.
The recovery rates for the airport-based epidemic model were given in Figure 7 , which are evaluated through the traffic data from 13:30 to 14:30 on June 02, 2015.
The infection rates ( ( )) for 10 busiest airports in Europe, which are evaluated through the airport-based epidemic model, are shown in Figure 9 (a) and the real infection rates are given in Figure 9(b) . By comparing the results of the model with the real trends, it is seen that the model provides a reliable approximation on the delay spreading. The noticeable difference is seen over the time window transitions due to the constant recovery rates, which are defined for 2-hour period for each airport. In reality, this rate, of course, slightly changes over time but its differentiation remains bounded for each airport. For example, the fraction of infection at LEBL has a continuous decrease in the approximate model, whereas it has an increasing trend changing into the sharp fall in the real situation; however, fractions converge to each other at the end. The aim to construct this model is to predict the fraction of infection rate at time +1 with proper accuracy, and it must be noted that selecting 2-hour time window is a requirement providing enough time to understand the dynamics of delay spreading over a network. 
Delay Spreading Estimation with Recovery
Rates. By holding the idea that similar disturbances affect the system in the same fashion, delay propagation is simulated for a day through the estimated recovery rates from the previous analysis. Specifically, the recovery rates are calculated through Algorithm 1 for a day that has similar disturbances. By utilizing these recovery rates, delay propagation is simulated through Algorithm 2 for current time. As mentioned before, the aim to construct model is to predict the fraction of infection rate at time +1 and selecting 2-hour time window is a requirement providing enough time to spread the delay. Flight times of flights in Europe are 2 hours in average. And a flight must arrive at the destination to spread the delay. Because of this reason, the real situation and simulation results can be matched at the end of 2-hour time period. So, simulation time is chosen as 2 hours. However, it is possible to predict the spreading for the next 4 hours, 6 hours, or a future time period. In this time, infection and recovery rates must be updated every 2 hours.
In this case, we have utilized the airport-based epidemic model to simulate the delay spreading on August 25, 2015, from 13:30 to 16:30. The recovery rates extracted from June 02, 2015, are used by assuming the similar disturbance is in effect. In the following ATC headline from EUROCONTROL's NOP, it was noted that LTFJ has a capacity shortage problem on August 25, 2015, and this problem was also noted for June 02, 2015. By evaluating infection rates based on the traffic flow on August 25, 2015, infection fractions for 10 busiest airports in Europe are given in Figure 10 (a) and the real infection ratios are also given in Figure 10 
Analysis Recovery Characteristics of European Airports.
To discuss typical recovery characteristics of European airports, nominal recovery rates between 13:30 and 16:30 during 2-week period (March 01, 2016, to March 14, 2016 ) are derived and given in Figure 11 .
As seen in Figure 11 , recovery rates of 10 busiest airports in Europe remain the same by comparing the instantaneous recovery characteristics under disturbances. Two of these airports have recovery rate smaller than 1, and it is observed that these airports most of the time work around their capacity limits. Furthermore, it is noted that the airports within the 10 busiest utilizing Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) in their operations, which is a procedure enabling information sharing between the airports, have higher recovery rates. A detailed discussion is avoided so as not to provide performance comparison between the airports through the conducted analysis as we have committed to the data provider.
Conclusion
In this study, the methodology of epidemic spreading was examined, and this method was applied to delay propagation in air transportation system. Two different epidemic models were constructed, which are airport-based metapopulation model and flight-based epidemic model utilizing the SIS epidemic model. The initial parameters estimation was performed through the historical flight record data to evaluate true recovery rates. The relation between the estimated recovery rate and the actual dynamics of the air transportation network has been analyzed to understand their behaviors under disruption. In the implementation phase, we have validated the accuracy of the models in capturing delay spreading behavior for certain events. The recovery characteristics of European airports were defined to understand the sensitivity of the nominal recovery characteristics to the disruptive events. Note that providing detailed discussion was avoided so as not to provide a performance comparison between the airports through our analysis as we have committed to the data provider throughout the paper.
The presented model can also provide active flow management by integrated control mode heuristics. As infection rates in the airport-based model are extracted from plan data, when a flight is cancelled, this will directly affect the infection rates. In addition to cancellation, ground delays also change the infection rates. This idea is also true for the flight-based model; it can also be applied when active flow management measures are being taken to avoid congestion. In this model, each flight has a specific infection rate that relies on its two components: arrival time window and ground-waiting time. When a flight ( ) is cancelled, related infection rates ( 1 and 2 ) can be set to zero. These parameters can also be controlled through constructed heuristics in case ground delay is applied. Implementation of this practice also enables active flow management. ATM-induced delay related to configuration management can also be simulated by these models. A set of heuristics can be used to control recovery and infection rates for dynamic capacity-demand balancing (DCB). The recovery parameters on arrival airport can be adapted to simulate different kinds of operation modes. In the flight-based epidemic model, as the infection and recovery rates are flight specific, the flow rate management over OD pairs or flight cancellation simulations can be performed. A potential future work will be to control or to bound the infection rates for improving the recovery rates of the elements in the systems. Moreover, sensitivity analysis in the estimation of the recovery rate will be conducted to understand the impacts of different disruptive events.
